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Big Brother Alert: Vehicle Diagnostics OBD-III
‘Burning Man’ Draws 68,000 To America’s Largest Pagan Cult Gathering
Kabbalah Magic-- Can We Build A Real Golem? These Academics Think So
In a "Sign of the Times" event, more than 10,000 Israeli citizens signed up for the
new government program of Biometric I.D.'s! Citizen enthusiasm for this new
biometric I.D. is probably an indicator that citizens of the world will
enthusiastically rush to sign up for the ultimate "Mark of the Beast"

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 57:1 "Be merciful unto me, O God, be merciful unto me: for my soul
trusteth in thee: yea, in the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, until these
calamities be overpast."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
Psalm 18:2: "The LORD is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my God,
my strength, in whom I will trust; my buckler, and the horn of my salvation, and
my high tower."
Psalm 34:7: "The angel of the LORD encampeth round about them that fear him,
and delivereth them."
Psalm 91:4-6: "He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt
thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. Thou shalt not be afraid for
the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; Nor for the pestilence that
walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday."
Psalm 56:11: “In God have I put my trust: I will not be afraid what man can do
unto me.”
Psalm 112:7: “He shall not be afraid of evil tidings: his heart is fixed, trusting in
the LORD.”
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching: Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment
on Wickedness – A Christians ‘Door of Hope’

OBAMA TURNS TO CONGRESS regarding attack on Syria...
Seeks Authorization for Strike...
Confusion, Anger, Mockery After Decision...
Syrian media calls 'historic American retreat'...
McCain: Assad 'Euphoric'...
House, Senate to hold 'hearings' next week...
Pope announces world day of
prayer, fasting...
GOP CONGRESSMAN: Military
Members Keep Telling Me To Vote
No On Syria
Business Insider | “Many of my own
military sources have expressed
reservations with action in Syria.”
After President Obama delivered a
speech in the Rose Garden where he
said the United States “should” strike
Syria following a deadly chemical
weapons attack, Rep. Justin Amash
(R-Mich.) took to Twitter to dispute
that claim with comments from those who would likely carry out that order.
“I’ve been hearing a lot from members of our Armed Forces,” Amash tweeted. “The
message I consistently hear: Please vote no on military action against Syria.”
Naval Officer: I Didn’t Join to Fight For Al-Qaeda
Infowars.com | Unidentified naval officer
opposes attack on Syria in powerful image.
An unidentified US Navy Officer has
dropped the following photo bombshell
on Barack Obama and the New World
Order. I think that it’s WONDERFUL that
the men and women of our militaries are
now speaking out, loudly and clearly, to
this corrupt administration. Check out
the videos below for more US service
men and women speaking out against
tyranny and the goals of this Obama
administration, an extension of the
corrupt Bush administration and both of them quite obviously merely puppets for
our ‘shadow government’ and the ‘New World Order’. It is now time for the
American people and people of the world to speak out against this government
insanity. http://beforeitsnews.com/obama/2013/09/photobomb-obama-us-navyofficer-drops-bombshell-on-obamas-plan-to-terrorize-syria-2455124.html
American Military Refusing To Fight For Al-Qaeda In Syria (Pictures)
Twitter Flooded With Active Duty Military & Veterans Opposing Attack on Syria

September 2, 2013--A deluge of duty military personnel as well as many veterans
are taking to Twitter to express their opposition to the Obama administration’s
plan to launch an attack on Syria.
#IdidntJoin Go to: pic.twitter.com/0F0FImvizQ
— Evan Klocinski (@EvanKlocinski) September 2, 2013
After numerous US servicemembers posted photos of themselves holding up
signs on Twitter refusing to fight on the side of Al-Qaeda in Syria, the meme
developed into several different hashtag trends,
including #IdidntJoin and #VetsOnSyria.
Congressman Justin Amash, a vocal critic of the Obama administration’s buildup to war, has been inundated with tweets from active duty military members and
veterans in anticipation of a House vote on authorization of military action which
is set to take place next week.
As we reported earlier, opposition to an attack on Syria is by no means only
reserved to regular service members. Numerous top brass have also gone public
to express their concerns and Pentagon officials are even leaking information in a
desperate bid to derail the path to war.
See: Hacked Email Of US Intelligence Colonel Shows Pentagon’s Involvement In
Chemical Attack In Syria
& Military Revolt Against Obama’s Attack on Syria
John Kerry's cozy dinner with Syria's 'Hitler': Secretary of State and the man he
likened to German dictator are pictured dining with their wives at Damascus
restaurant before civil war broke out
By Anthony Bond and David Martosko PUBLISHED: 2 September 2013
An astonishing photograph of John
Kerry having a cozy and intimate dinner
with Bashar al-Assad has emerged at the
moment the U.S Secretary of State is
making the case to bomb the Syrian
dictator's country and remove him from
power.
Kerry, who compared Assad to Adolf
Hitler and Saddam Hussein yesterday, is
pictured around a small table with his
wife Teresa Heinz and the Assads in
2009.
Assad and Kerry, then a Massachusetts senator, lean in towards each other and
appear deep in conversation as their spouses look on.
A waiter is pictured at their side with a tray of green drinks, believed to be lemon
and crushed mint. The picture was likely taken in February 2009 in the Naranj
restaurant in Damascus, when Kerry led a delegation to Syria to discuss finding a
way forward for peace in the region.
-----------------------------As the Obama administration prepares to present a draft resolution to lawmakers
that is by no means “limited” in its scope and would in fact grease the skids for

an open ended war, John Kerry and other State Department officials have
signaled that Obama will simply ignore Congress if they vote no and launch the
assault anyway.
FSA Terrorists behind Aleppo Sarin Gas Attack, not Syrian Army
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITuW4vDd5WQ
Revealed: Britain sold nerve gas chemicals to Syria 10 months after war began
Daily Record | BRITAIN allowed firms to sell chemicals to Syria capable of being used
to make nerve gas.
Syrian Rebels Admit Chemical Attack Responsibility To The Associated Press
Reporter (Video)
The lies being told by US government agencies and the mainstream media over in
Syria continue to unravel as a Free Syrian Army Rebel has come out and admitted
to the Associated Press that the rebels were responsible for the chemical attack
in Syria blamed upon Syrian government forces. If this information isn’t bad
enough, the rebels also admit that the weapons were supplied to them by US ally
Saudi Arabia.

More Very Recent Testimonies about Foreign Troops on American Soil and
Satan’s Plan for US Troops
Attention Veterans-Kill Teams Assigned To Rural Areas Of The U.S. -This Is From
Michigan Area
Sunday, September 1, 2013 8:54
The hunting of Vets in rural areas will be done by Russians, around
here they will be driving blue Ford pickups and maybe pulling a white
camper. Asking for directions, they have suppressed pistols, a
suppressed M4 and AR-10s. The supervisors as backup, drive Excursions,
blacked out.
I’m GUESSING the trigger news announcement will be Syria, cause last
night there seems to be a disappointed murmur in their coffee shop
meetings. SQ NOTE;TOO MANY SIMILAR REPORTS COMING IN FROM ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY-NOW DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT I HAVE BEEN WARNING
ABOUT AS WHAT THE THREAT TO VETS REALLY IS-ALL YOUR DATA IS IN THE
HANDS OF THE CONTROLLERS WHO RUN THE TEAMS-DO YOU NOW
UNDERSTAND WHY VETS ARE CONSIDERED TERRORISTS BY THE VERY
GOVERNMENT THEY FOUGHT FOR? -MIX-UP AND CHANGE UP ALL YOUR
PREVIOUS PATTERNS-DO NOT TRAVEL WITH CELL PHONES-NOTE INFLUX OF
SIMILAR DESIGNED VEHICLES AND UNDERSTAND THAT THEY HAVE LICENSE
PLATE READERS AND INSTANT UPDATES THROUGH THEIR REAL TIME DATA
BASE AND SATELLITE UPLINK CAPABILITIES-MAY THE GOD OF HEAVEN
REVEAL THESE PLANS IN SUCH DETAIL AND ACCURACY THAT ALL ROOM FOR
DENIAL WILL BE ENDED FOREVER AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND THE WAR IS
NOW HERE ON AMERICAN SOIL;SUGGEST EVERYONE READING THIS
FAMILIARIZE THEMSELVES WITH PROJECT
PHOENIX FROM VIETNAM-(In January 1965, U.S.
Army Special Forces were issued Standing Orders
to employ “small and highly trained units, utilizing
counterinsurgency techniques”, such as
“ambushing, raiding, sabotaging and committing
acts of terrorism against known VC personnel…to
include assassination”.[14] Phoenix operations
were conducted by a joint US/GVN intelligence
gathering and counter-terror effort at the
provincial, district, and village levels. The Phoenix
Program (Vietnamese: Chiến dịch Phụng Hoàng, a
word related to fenghuang, the Chinese phoenix)
was a program designed, coordinated, and
executed by the United States Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), United States special operations forces, special forces operatives
from the Australian Army Training Team Vietnam (AATTV),[1] and the Republic of
Vietnam's (South Vietnam) security apparatus during the Vietnam War.

The Program was designed to identify and "neutralize" (via infiltration, capture,
terrorism, torture, and assassination) the infrastructure of the National Liberation
Front of South Vietnam (NLF or Viet Cong).[
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=540Sep 1, 2013
Spetsnaz Teams Deploy In The US; War With Syria To Be Trigger For Attack
Using "Northern Strike", the largest multinational air and ground combat exercise
in the country as cover, Russian Special Forces known as Spetsnaz have
established a foothold in Northeastern Michigan in the sleepy resort town of
Alpena. While the town may appear "sleepy" to the casual observer, to those who
have been paying attention Alpena is clearly becoming a staging area for a
foreign invasion of the United States.
Last year, the Alpena Combat Readiness Training Center was the epicenter of a
huge explosion that rocked Northeastern Michigan for hundreds of square miles.
Mainstream media was silent despite the fact that the explosion was confirmed by
Alpena County Undersheriff Terry King, who stated that he was in the Sheriff's
Department when he felt the building shake. 911 dispatchers received a large
number of calls to report the blast, and scores of Facebook users reported it as
well.
Strange things are happening in Alpena Michigan. There have been reports of
UFOs engaging US fighter aircraft over Lake Huron, and there are radar tapes that
prove aircraft did go missing over the lake at the time of the sighting; 12 hours
after the explosion. Using famous disinfo source Sorcha Faal, the CIA attempted
to discredit the facts of this case.
In this episode of The Truth Is Viral, host Bob Powell details several of these
strange happenings; including his own encounter with a group of Russian
Special Forces - Spetsnaz
Play from 1:38 to 17:00:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7R3_LvMrvFU
FloJak Hand Well Pump www.flojak.com/
Obama has to attack Syria...he has no choice...
Obama has to attack Syria with "limited strikes" in order to get the ball rolling. He has no
choice...the elites have positioned their foreign troops in the staging areas across North
America...everything is in place...the majority of the US troops (those who will not go
along with the new world order) have to be shipped out to the Middle East to meet with
certain death this winter while the Russians and Chinese invade the homeland this
winter.
God has made it pretty clear that He is judging the backslidden and lukewarm
USA and has already delivered her into the hands of her enemies the same way
he delivered Israel into the hands of her enemies in times past. This is His
righteous judgment coming to the USA.
Barry Soetoro (Barack Hussein Obama) is only a puppet and he is part of God's plan to
deliver the USA into the hands of the Russians, the Chinese and the Muslims from the
Middle East. They are already on American soil and more will arrive soon via Canada
and Mexico. America will not escape God's righteous judgment and only those

true followers (not lukewarm pretenders) will qualify for God's supernatural
protection during the chaos and violence which is at the doors.
All of the clues suggest that the first phase of the disarming of the civilian population of
the USA will begin this fall / winter. They will use their HAARP technology to trigger
earthquakes and tsunamis along the east and west coasts. They will then declare a
state of emergency along the coasts, round people up and take them to FEMA camps
and go door-to-door to disarm the people just like they did during Hurricane Katrina and
Hurricane Sandy (the mainstream media didn't report on this - the cell phones were
taken from the people on the way to the FEMA camps and reporters were refused
access to the camps).
They will send most of the US military to fight in Syria in the next several weeks. They
have to send the US military far away and keep them busy (and exterminate them)
while the DHS agents, the Russians, the Chinese (west coast) provide "disaster relief"
and "security" during the "natural disasters" and the planned cyber attacks on the
banks.
Aug 31, 2013
OBAMA DISARMS AMERICANS WHILE ARMING THE WORLD As President
Barack Obama has outwardly attempted to curtail Americans’ Constitutional
Second Amendment right to bear arms, his Administration has approved huge
increases in defense spending and export sales. The Administration is now
seeking to eliminate stringent State Department controls on exports and foreign
licensing of dozens of categories of weapons and technology from the United
States Munitions List (USML) by transferring control to the pro-business
Commerce Department.
In spite of the Government Accountability Office (GAO) warnings this change
could increase terrorist access to dangerous weapons, the Administration claims
this “reform” would enhance “the competitiveness of key United States
manufacturing and technology sectors.”
I was alarmed by what I observed and the overall "vibe" which undoubtedly
supports the current infiltration and occupation of our county would be an
understatement.
I was staying at an upscale hotel in a suburb of the SF Bay Area in the last week. To
say that I was alarmed by what I observed and the overall "vibe" which undoubtedly
supports the current infiltration and occupation of our county would be an
understatement. I was initially checked into my hotel room by a young attractive
Russian woman. I noticed primarily Russian and Chinese patrons throughout the
bar/restaurant/lobby. In the late evening I decided to head out to the pool. As I was
approaching the Jacuzzi/hot tub area, I overhead a 30's-40's couple speaking Russian
while sitting in the hot tub. As I got closer and sat down behind them, they immediately
began speaking in VERY clear English...it was beyond strange. Overall, a very weird
experience. There were security guards all over the property.
Blessings, Christine

From: mh
Subject: Russians in Myrtle Beach
Scott, I was listening to part 3 of 8-25-2013. They also have a lot of Russians working in
Myrtle Beach. I have been going there for years and then the last couple of years I
noticed a lot of Russians work as Waitresses and Waiters. My initial thought was that
they were in some sort of slavery but now I wonder if it is part of the invasion. They had
almost all Russian girls working at Joe’s Crab Shack & they are all very beautiful.
From: T M
Subject: Russians in Colorado Springs I live in Colorado Springs. After I listened to
your recent teaching on all the Russian troops being spotted all over I realized I work
with two Russian males at a hotel in Colorado Springs and when I started hearing all the
stuff you were talking about it kinda of freaked me out. Everything made perfect since
and it was consistent with what you were talking about…So I work at hotel over here
and i work as a houseman there and the two Russian males that work in housekeeping I
see them every day and talk to them every day. One is a house keeper who cleans
rooms and the other is in laundry. They say there Foreign exchange students from
Bulguria Romania and one says hes going to school for mechanical engineering just like
what heard from that previous story about seeing some Russian guys at a firing range
(in Colorado Springs). There both 21 and speak English pretty well…The one named
Oleg, you can tell he works out and is pretty muscular, totally fits a military type for
sure…They arrive and leave on bicycles every time they work. I can't believe i work with
them after hearing all this information, i was up all night i just couldn't believe all this and
im still a little shaken up well i just wanted to share that with you.
Checkmate - game over - and the reverse "shock and awe" when the US military
is defeated in the Middle East
I am a Desert Storm veteran who has Depleted Uranium dust in his lungs. I'm not
talking out of my *** in the following paragraphs...
Yes, there is a reverse "shock and awe" coming this winter after the gradual
buildup over the coming weeks, but it's not the "shock and awe" that the world
might expect. The US military will be decisively defeated in the Middle East this
winter while the Russians and Chinese invade the homeland of US military
servicemen and women. Checkmate - game over. Goodbye USA and hello USSA
(United Socialist States of Amerika).
I used to think that the globalist would use the US military superpower to usher in
their new world order, but now it has become clear that they intend to use
primarily the Russian, Chinese, and North Korean military to declare checkmate
since there are too many US servicemen and servicewomen in the US military
who will not follow orders and go along with the new world order agenda.
So...they must be sent to die in the Middle East.
Iran is not Iraq. This is not going to be Iraq the sequel. The technology Iran has is
going to take the west by surprise. Russia, China, and Iran are going to defeat the
US superpower. China is now repositioning their military satellites with incredible
precision and this has come as a complete shock to US military officials who do
not yet understand that they have been betrayed by the globalist elite who built
modern China over the past couple of decades.

This is going to be a reverse "shock and awe" campaign in which the US is
defeated in a very big and spectacular way. The globalists are intentionally
sending US troops to their deaths.
Here is just one example of why they are not afraid of the US military:
http://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2012/09/19/the-ss-n-22-sunburn-iransawesome-anti-ship-missile-the-weapon-that-could-defeat-the-us-in-the-gulf/
Wake up America...the globalist, New World Order architects have betrayed you.
JOHN Aug 31, 2013
MILITARY NOTIFIED THAT THEY CAN NOT BE FURTHER THAN 50 MILES FROM
BASE STARTING MONDAY
Yesterday my daughter called home. Her husband is an E-4 medic at Fort Riley,
Kansas. She said that he came home and told her that starting Monday they are not
allowed more that 50 miles from base, and this will go on through some time in October.
She was really upset, he just joined and she really wanted to come home to visit for
Labor Day. This was confirmation on all the rumors that I have heard about the Military
not getting Leave on these dates!
INTELLIGENCE GATHERING BY BOOK SELLERS ONGOING IN UTAH-VIDEO8/26/13
Steve, I have Video of these Russian Book Salesman. The woman that got the video is
an acquaintance of my wife’s from Facebook (I don’t have a Facebook). There have
been lots of posting on Facebook of book salesman in the area and people who are not
in the know are getting freaked out and are worried it’s a Scam (I can’t help but hang my
head and weep). One police department officer even posted in response not to let them
in your home. One man caught them taking pictures of the inside of his home. A close
friend of mine; wife was working in the Yard with the front door open and they walked
right past her and entered their home and would not leave when asked and asked to
use the bathroom about 5 times and she actually let him return to the bathroom about
that many times! I warned them about this before all this took place but it must have
fallen on deaf ears. Against my advice my wife warned these people on Facebook
(which are numerous) not to talk to them and told them all that they are Russians and
are on intelligence gathering missions. Most people scoffed and poked fun. Out of the
blue, TODAY I received a call from a woman who took heed to my wife’s warnings and
caught them on Video. I have never met this woman before but she felt compelled to
contact me and give me the video. I in turn am sharing it with you.
LOOK AT ALL THE NAMES in this guys book! He is writing down OCCUPATION
(Single mom can be seen in the Video). He is writing down most importantly
RELIGION! (Notice LDS, Latter Day Saint and Catholic in the Video, this being
Utah most are LDS). He is writing down number of Children and the list is long!
The only regrettable thing in the video is she didn’t get his face. She thought that
she was but she did not get his face. Review the video for yourself but it’s very
real and the evidence is indisputable.
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iD-6FL5umo&feature=youtu.b
Aug 26, 2013

++NASA Alert: America Blackout & Grid Shutdown 2013
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVLIJDXNXoo#t=315
Comet ISON: http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2013/09/wow-comet-ison-up-closeits-nota-comet-video-2465330.html
Take Your Money Out of the Bank!
You need to take your money of the Banks! Why? Because “Individual and public
taxpayer money is not safe in the big banks. This video will show why and how
the government plans to confiscate depositor money when (not if) the next crisis
hits in order to prop up the big banks. The actual government documents
outlining the confiscation plans are highlighted.”
Play to 8:49: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-2eJQqXm7s#t=530
Off the Cuff: Trouble Brewing Everywhere- September Is Going To Be One H*** Of
A Month
http://www.peakprosperity.com/insider/82772/cuff-trouble-brewing-everywhere
This comes on top of a whole bunch of other developments coming out of Washington:
 The government is due for shutdown unless Congress can pass a new
Continuing Resolution (a budget).
 The Federal Reserve is expected to “taper” the pace of bond purchases (slow
down quantitative easing).
 There’s the August jobs report.
 The debt ceiling debate (we’ll hit the debt ceiling in mid-October).
 Sometime in the next few weeks Obama will name the next Fed chief.
Oh, and September is historically the worst month for the stock market.
So yes, HUGE month coming up.
Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/september-is-going-to-be-huge-20138#ixzz2den7RJtq
There are so many potential risks out there:
Syria…
Debt ceiling…
Fed tapering…
Fed nomination…
Add them up together, and investor John Hussman says it’s chilling how vulnerable
investors are right now.
He just tweeted:
Despite short-term possibilities and uncertainties, it’s chilling how vulnerable
investors have left themselves. pic.twitter.com/UQtv4ZQq3f
— John P. Hussman (@hussmanjp) August 31, 2013
Read More: http://www.businessinsider.com/hussman-its-chilling-how-vulnerableinvestors-are-right-now-2013-8#ixzz2denE0BFL
From: D
Sent: Sunday, September 01, 2013 12:19 AM

Subject: Liberal Activist Democrat Woman Publicly Prays To God To Provide
More Abortions!
Dear Dr. Johnson, I was wondering if you had seen this article and video. At the end of
this woman's extremely disgusting and revolving public prayer, she makes it clear she's
actually not praying to the Christian God but to a pagan goddess. I believe the fact that
this incident could occur without any backlash truly reflects the state of this nation.
God bless.
Iowa Democrat prays: Dear God, thank you for abortion
An Iowa liberal activist and union official on Wednesday led a prayer for
increased funding for abortions, for greater access to abortions, for doctors who
perform abortions, and for what she called “the blessing of choice.”
There is a video of Slater’s prayer, taken by the liberal activist group Progress Iowa.
Here is a transcript of what she said:
Thanks, Matt. Eyes open, eyes closed. Heads up, heads bowed — whatever your
choice. Let us pull together now with some spiritual thought.
We are here today representing many religious faiths, many beliefs, many ideas
about life, to share a common concern, O Lord.
You who knows no gender, no race, no class, are the Creator of all that is good.
You danced at the first light out of darkness, and continue yet today to teach us
the steps: justice, mercy, and humility. You are truly the Lord of the Dance.
We pray today because we see that all is not good. There are some who would
shun justice, despise mercy, and lay aside humility for the sake of political
influence, and in doing so perpetuate an ongoing blockade of women’s right to
safe reproductive health care
We want to share our concern with you and to ask your guidance to keep and
protect the goodness that we are capable of. Lord, we gather today to address
that violation of justice and to offer prayers for those who have been caught in
this political posturing.
We pray for women for whom pregnancy is not good news, that they know they
have choices.
We pray for compassionate religious voices to speak out for the dignity and
autonomy of women.
We pray for our daughters and granddaughters, that they will always know the
power of making their own good decisions.
We give thanks, O Lord, for the doctors, both current and future, who provide
quality abortion care, and pray that they may be kept safe.
We pray for the 45 million American women who have had safe, legal abortions.
May they stand tall and refuse shame.
We pray for elected officials, that they may always support a woman’s right to
make her own medical decisions.
Today, we pray for better access to all forms of birth control. We pray that women
know the power of our own stories. May we find our voices and tell our truths.
We pray for the men in our lives, that they may offer their loving kindness and
support for women’s difficult decisions.
We pray for increased financial support for low-income women to access
contraception, abortion, and child care.

We pray for all pregnant women. May they be surrounded by loving voices.
Today, we pray for women in developing nations, that they may know the power
of self-determination. May they have access to employment, education, birth
control, and abortion.
We give thanks for the strong women in our lives who have given us examples of
good decision making.
We pray for an end to hateful language that diminishes the dignity of women.
We pray for women who have been made afraid of their own power by their
paternalistic religion. May they learn to reject fear and live bravely.
We give thanks for the intelligence, talent, wit, and wisdom of all the women and
girls in our lives.
Today, we pray that all women will know that they are created in the image of God
— good and holy, moral and wise.
We pray for women to throw away their secrets and claim their herstories, with
power and with truth.
We pray for the end of all discrimination against women.
We pray for an end to the stigma perpetrated against women who have abortions.
Today, we pray for girls everywhere, that they may have every opportunity for
education, sport, health, art, and vocation.
Today, we pray for the families we’ve chosen. May they know the blessing of
choice.
Today, we pray for women to claim their equality and demand their rights as
citizens. As Sojourner Truth, a slave, a mother, a preacher, and an activist, with
pride and determination proclaimed over 110 years ago, “Ain’t I a woman?” She
knew the answer.
Today, we pray for a continuous love to overflow from our spirits, and we give
thanks and celebrate that abortion is still safe and legal.
And finally, O Lord, we pray that we practice what we preach, that we never forget
the passion and commitment we feel today, inspired by our understanding of
Your message: “Dance, dance, wherever you may be, for I am the Lord of the
Dance, said she. And I lead you all, wherever you may be, and I lead you all in the
dance, said she.”
Let us continue that dance for justice.
http://washingtonexaminer.com/iowa-democrat-prays-dear-god-thank-you-forabortion/article/2534969
From: greg
Subject: SC makes being homeless illegal, send them to guarded camps
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70Nbs6YJKDs Columbia, SC says homelessness is a
crime. sends them to GUARDED camp where they CANT LEAVE without permission!!!
this is a FEMA CAMP in your face!!! first they take the homeless, next will be the "right
wing extremists" or whoever opposes the communist takeover of ameriKa, this is a
main stream media news report.
Play: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/22/columbia-south-carolina-criminalizeshomelessness_n_3795397.html

From: LM
Subject: Vehicle Diagnostics OBD-III
I am a student here in …. Technical College in …… going for Automotive Technology.
Im really interested in vehicles so I take garrison of the studies here. Today we were
discussing government regulations and emissions test from both the Federal Gov't and
the state of California. and from the looks of it, California is even more strict than the
Feds. However, the most impacting conversation and analysis came from this concept
called OBD-III (On-Board Diagnostics version 3). OBD is basically the interface of the
electronic engine computer system checks and tests. It is what sends the check engine
light signal to the instrument panel. We are currently on OBD-II specifications and it is
very useful to us technicians and consumers alike when coming to diagnose a vehicular
problem. Now, OBD-III is something out of this world. Its basically OBD-II but with BIG
brother over your shoulder. Let's say for example, you have a 2016 Corvette. You are
riding down the highway and the check engine light comes on, but you ignore it. A week
later, a letter comes in the mail and it's the OnStar people or whatever company stating
that they have indicated that your check engine light has been on since the moment it
turned on. they even give you the date and time the light CAME ON. However, you
ignore that letter and later on, they send you another letter. you IGNORE that letter and
boom. they shut off your car. disabling its use. According to my instructor, this
technology has existed since 1996, but the gov't hasn't turned on the gps capabilities
that they are now trying to subtly implement. Any car, regardless if it has a "GPS" or not,
and that is from 1996 and above, have GPS wiring imbedded into it's electronical
harnesses that connect to the dash. I would strongly suggest, that getting an old car is
not that bad of an Idea. I understand that these cars may or may not come in great
conditions BUT they are repairable, fixable and are more "private"
‘Burning Man’ Draws 68,000 To America’s Largest Pagan Cult Gathering
by NTEB News Desk
"Then said I unto them, Cast ye away every man the abominations of his eyes,
and defile not yourselves with the idols of Egypt: I am the LORD your God."
Ezekiel 20:7
The Burning Man Pagan Festival began like this:
"Burning Man stems from a small group of
free-spirited artists in the San Francisco area
who got together to burn a wooden effigy on
the beach in 1986; and the little beach event
has grown to an annual gathering of nearly
70,000 attendees and has moved to the Black
Rock Desert of Nevada, where hippies,
yuppies and wannabe bohemians of every
type meet up and enjoy a week of crazy selfexpression, self-reliance and communal
craziness." source - Explorer News
<<A worshiper praying to her god, Osiris, at
Burning Man 2013

But the reality of the Burning Man is much closer to worship of the gods of the
underworld than it is to Woodstock. Every manner of perversion and occultic practice is
on open display during the annual Labor Day Weekend extravaganza. This is Old
Testament Baal worship on overdrive. Here is a report on this year's Burning Man
theme:
"By morning on Wednesday, there were 15
streets circling the temporary city created by
attendees and the forecast remains free of
dust storms. Many have been impressed by
the size and look of this year's Man Base, a
structure that houses the iconic 'Man' figure
burned each year near the event's
close. Inside a flying saucer under the Man is
a multi-level structure with zoetropes, a giant
chandelier and views of Black Rock City.
Everything that the Bible says that God hates,
like idol worship and sacrificing to false gods,
is on full display all week long.
The art theme this year is ‘Cult Cargo’ and
focuses on a strange being called John
Frum. 'He is known to us by many names,
this Visitor from Elsewhere, dispenser of endless abundance and wielder of mysterious
technologies: John Frum, Quetzalcoatl, Osiris, etc.. The website reads 'His cargo is
splendid, his generosity boundless, his motives beyond our understanding. But across
the ages and around the world, the stories all agree: one day he will return, bearing
great gifts. 'Our theme this year asks three related questions; who is John Frum, where
is he really from, and where, on spaceship Earth, are we all going?'" source - Daily Mail
UK
Play from 1:17 till the end: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1skNgYdJXK8
One of the many temples in Burning Man City. You can clearly see the All-Seeing Eye
of Horus, various fallen angels, and leaders of the Satanist movement.
The leaders of this massive gathering have a stated, open and obvious aim: to prepare
their followers for the appearance of a mystical man from Outer Space to lead them.
And with nearly 70,000 worshippers in attendance, this pagan church in the desert is
rapidly spreading their religion. Of course, regular readers of the bible know exactly who
this man is. The bible describes him this way:
"And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the
earth in the sight of men, And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means
of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that
dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound
by a sword, and did live." Revelation 13:13,14
The Devil and all His followers are fascinated with fire and things burning. This is easy
to understand as Hell is filled with fire and those there will burn forever and ever. The
ironic twist to it all is that the Devil Himself will burn in the fires as well.

The massive, sprawling expanse of this year's Burning Man festival with it's city in the
shape of a UFO.
It is no coincidence that as we get closer to the end times events described in the Bible,
that the dark underworld of Satan will dramatically rise and assume a larger and larger
role in our everyday society. Everything that the Burning Man festivals stand for is
described in the Bible as things that God hates. False gods, idol worship, the
groves...all these things incurred God's wrath on the practicers.
"But they rebelled against me, and would not hearken unto me: they did not every man
cast away the abominations of their eyes, neither did they forsake the idols of Egypt:
then I said, I will pour out my fury upon them, to accomplish my anger against them in
the midst of the land of Egypt." Ezekiel 20: 8
The time is short, the hour has grown late and the sky above us is ever-darkening. All
those who practice these abominations and try to spit in the face of Jesus Christ will one
Day soon feel the wrath that fell upon the people of Noah's day in the flood, and Lot's
day with the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. Tear down your idols and ask the
Lord Jesus Christ to save you. Before it's too late.
Kabbalah Magic-- Can We Build A Real Golem? These Academics Think So
http://www.fastcompany.com/3015657/fast-feed/can-we-build-a-real-golem-theseacademics-think-so
A conference in the Czech Republic is calling for robot and artificial researchers
to work on real-life golems.
In Jewish and Czech folklore, the golem is an artificial, human-like creature that's
animated by magic. Now some scientists want to try their best to create a real-life
version of the golem.

The Beyond Artificial Intelligence conference, to be held at the University of West
Bohemia in the Czech Republic this November, is calling on researchers to
submit papers on how to best create an "Artificial Golem Intelligence."
Topics for the conference include possibilities for building cybernetic brains, the
use of Kabbalah in artificial intelligence labs.
In a "Sign of the Times" event, more than 10,000 Israeli citizens signed up for the
new government program of Biometric I.D.'s! Citizen enthusiasm for this new
biometric I.D. is probably an indicator that citizens of the world will
enthusiastically rush to sign up for the ultimate "Mark of the Beast".
NEWS BRIEF: "Interior Minister Saar: 10,000 Israelis Sign Up, Can't Be Wrong
About Biometric IDs", Israel National News, 8/8/2013
"Over ten thousand Israelis have signed up for a pilot project that provides them with a
'smart' Israeli identity card that includes biometric information. The project is now
operating in over a dozen cities, and is currently voluntary, although it is likely to
become mandatory in the future ... The benefit for Israelis, according to the Interior
Ministry, is that they will receive an identity card that will be next to impossible to
duplicate, and will put a stop to instances of identity theft and fake ID cards."
I remember well a book I read by a Christian author entitled, "When Your Money Fails",
written in about 1988. This author spoke in great detail about the coming 'Mark of the
Beast', and how it would be presented to the people of the world. This author correctly
noted that the path toward the 'Mark' would start out innocently through credit and debit
cards which would have the effect of eliminating cash in the marketplace.
But, the specter of identity theft would raise its ugly head so powerfully that, ultimately,
identity cards using biometric data would be developed and would be presented to the
public as a benefit. In the short term, a 'smart identity card' would be of a great benefit,
but ultimately it would lead directly to the ultimate identity card, the human body.
Thieves would be hard pressed to steal an RFID type chip under the skin of either the
forehead or the right hand.
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